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poor (wrong references, ere .. . .  ). The printing is superb; the price (fortunately) 
is rather steep. 
A textbook of mathematical linguistics remains to be written. 
Bt]NOIT MANDELBROT 
I .B.M. Research Center 
Yorktown Heights, N. Y. 
Advances in Computers, Vol. I. Edited by FRANZ L. ALT. Academic Press, 
New York and London, 1960. x + 316 pp. $10.00. 
This is a collection of six essays, five of which will be reviewed by different 
persons (it is not the intention of the Book Review Editor to proceed in the same 
fashion when other collective publications are submitted to him). 
Numerical Weather Prediction, by N. A. Phillips. Reviewed by D. A. Quarles, 
3r. of the Data Systems Division, I.B.M., in New York City. 
The author has provided a highly commendable survey of principles, computa- 
tional techniques, and experiments in the dynamical forecasting of large-scale 
weather phenomena. An excellent bibliography containing ninety-nine items is 
appended. 
The article contains forty-eight pages of which the text occupies forty-three, 
and a brief outline and the reference list the remainder. In this limited space 
considerable theoretical and practical information is supplied which should 
constitute a valuable guide to workers entering the field, and should be of much 
interest o nonspecialists acquainted with fundamentals of physics and partial 
differential equations. 
With the aid of an example the author focuses attention on the importance of 
computer speed for the "truly tremendous amount of arithmetic" involved in 
the numerical solution of even simplified versions of the forecasting equations. 
The progress in computer developments in recent years fortunately renders 
rather conservative the author's remark that computer technology is advancing 
to the point where such computation speeds as a multiplication time of 8 ~sec 
will be available. (For example, the STRETCH computer has a multiplication 
speed of approximately 2.7 t~sec.) Nevertheless, much further increase in speed 
is desired in order to reduce the computing time for various versions of the equa- 
tions. 
Little is said about alternative coordinate systems. It is remarked that a con- 
venient form of the basic equations is obtained if pressure is introduced as a 
"vertical" coordinate rather than height. Although conformal mappings (stereo- 
graphic, Mercator, Lambert conformal) are mentioned, the mathematical diffi- 
culties introduced by the spherical shape of the Earth are not treated. 
A detailed development is given of the basic equations involved in two main 
types of forecasting formulation, i.e., the hydrostatic and geostrophic systems of 
equations. The reasons for various approximations introduced, "analyses" of 
observations in preparation of initial data, alternative methods of computation 
by the use of finite differences, computational stability for linearized versions of 
the equations, and comparative advantages of the two systems are discussed. 
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For example, it is remarked that the hydrostatic system (often called the "primi- 
tive equations") is especially sensitive to errors in the initial data, and methods 
which attempt o overcome this difficulty are described. 
Frictional, nonadiabatic heating, moisture, and special boundary layer con- 
siderations are treated only briefly. The author makes the comment that, for the 
most part, frictional and nonadiabatic heating effects may be neglected without 
serious error in forecasts up to several days, the main exception probably being 
release of latent heat from precipitation. For longer ange forecasting such effects 
become very important. The reviewer wishes to point out that clearly much 
research is required in connection with longer range forecasting experiments in
order to test and improve tentative formulations. This kind of forecasting on a 
global basis, and including prediction of cloud formation; of radiation effects from 
the clouds, atmosphere, and Earth's rough surface; of turbulence in the lower 
part of the atmosphere; of diffusion, etc., is just becoming computationally 
feasible. 
The author writes in an easily readable style, and provides reasonable intro- 
ductory description or definition of concepts pecial to meteorology. The reviewer 
feels that one exception is in connection with the discussion of atmospheric wave 
motions. This article is by no means the only place where there is an omission 
of adequate definitions of certain wave motions, and of adequate reasons why 
these waves are removed by "filtering." In fact, it is felt that a more thorough 
treatment of this subject for some of the principal forecasting formulations would 
provide a valuable addition to the meteorological literature. 
To the fine bibliography which is well-referenced from the text, the reviewer 
suggests addition of two items for the reader desiring further general information 
about this area of work: Dynamic Meteorology, by A. Eliassen and E. Klein- 
sehmidt, Jr. in "Handbuch der Physik," Vol. 48, Geophysik II, Springer-Verlag, 
Berlin, GSttingen, and Heidelberg, 1957; "]ntroduction to Theoretical Meteor- 
ology," by Seymour L. Hess, Henry Holt, New York, 1959. 
The Present Status of Automatic Translation of Languages, by Yehoshua Bar- 
Hillel. Reviewed by Robert B. Lees of the Research Center, I.B.M., in Yorktown, 
N.Y.  
The well-known logician Y. Bar-Hillel, one of the earliest o take an active 
interest in the computer mechanization f natural-language translation, attempts 
in this chapter to sum up the resources, efforts, attitudes, aims, and accomplish- 
ments of the many research teams all over the world which claim to be working 
at this enterprise. The survey represents his knowledge and evaluations of a 
number of projects as of the end of 1958, roughly, and for some cases are therefore 
already a bit out of date. Moreover, the critique is based upon widely varying 
acquaintance with the work of different projects, for the author was, of course, 
quite unable to visit each and every active colleague. Finally, it is clear from 
his discussion of their work that Bar-Hillel's summary is far more persona] an 
evaluation than a mere catalog of published results. 
The author is primarily at pains to show how far short existing work on machine 
translation (MT) has been, and is likely ever to be, of achieving what he calls 
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"fully automatic, high quality translation (FAHQT)" and which he does not con- 
sider it reasonable to pursue. Bar-Hillel even thought it worthwhile to include as 
an appendix his somewhat labored "demonstration" that FAHQT is not feasible 
because one can construct sentences which are correctly translatable only if one 
possesses certain empirical knowledge of the world, knowledge which is available 
to each human reader but to no machine. 
In another appendix, however, Bar-Hillel discusses cursorily the relation 
between translation routines and models of syntactic structure, voicing his grave 
doubts that sentence-hood is effectively decidable. He mentions some of the 
inadequacies Chomsky has pointed out in the customary formalization ofsentence 
structure exclusively as a branching-diagram or parenthesized hierarchy of 
nonoverlapping constituents, the result of what is known in grammar-school as
"parsing." There is surely no longer any reason for the engineers, and indeed 
the linguists, working on automatic translation or other problems of applied 
linguistics to conceive of grammatical structure in the most primitive and un- 
sophisticated way, even if there is no immediately apparent practical engineering 
application for our latest knowledge of natural-language structure. 
Another criticism which Bar-Hillel emphasizes in several places concerns the 
so-called "empirical" methods. He does not believe that better or more extensive 
grammatical information about well-known languages than is to be found in 
existing textbooks is likely to be achieved by the machine processing of long 
selections from raw text, especially in view of the fact that this kind of vulgar 
inductivist methodology is so barren elsewhere in the sciences. 
Finally, Bar-Hillel finds very little good to say about (1) the utility of combin- 
atorial logic or lattice theory, which seem each to be much too general a branch 
of mathematics to have any specific practical application to mechanical transla- 
tion; (2) about the use of a so-called "thesaurus" for the resolution of semantic 
ambiguities in translation, an approach which, despite great efforts, he has never 
found intelligible; nor (3) about the age-old and perennial idea that natural lan- 
guages, being vague and cumbersome, are best translated for the purposes of 
science and MT into an efficient, precise, artificially constructed "logical" lan- 
guage or interlingua. 
Attributing the less than spectacular progress in MT both to slowness in de- 
veloping large-capacity low-access-time emories and to dissipation of efforts on 
the unattainable goal of FAttQT, Bar-Hillel's urvey is an appeal for less overlap 
and closer collaboration among projects to use existing machine facilities together 
with human pre- and/or post-editors and relatively little linguistic sophistication 
to achieve either fully automatic, low-quality translation or partly automatic, 
high-quality translation of natural-language t xts. There is a bibliography of 
some 60 items and a summary table of personnel and budget statistics for the 
projects considered as of 1 April 1959 containing mostly question marks. 
To conclude, it may be worth mentioning that, since Bar-Billel's report was 
first published in mimeographed form, at least one of the groups whose work he 
has analyzed has expressed emphatic disagreement with his conclusions. See 
"Essays on Machine Translation," by the Cambridge Language Research Group 
(20, Millington Road, Cambridge, England), June 1959. 
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Programming Computers to Play Games, by Arthur L. Samuel. Reviewed by 
Paul C. Gilmore, of the Research Center, I.B.M., in Yorktown, N. Y. 
Roughly half of this article is devoted to a summary of several serious attempts 
to program a computer to play chess. Discussed in various detail is the work of 
Shannon, Turing, a Los Alamos group (Ulam), Bernstein and Newell, Shaw and 
Simon. 
But for one section on Strachey's program for checkers and one section on 
programs for games other than chess and checkers, the remainder of the article 
describes~ Samuel's program for checkers and experiments essentially as it is 
described in the author's article "Some Studies in Machine Learning, Using the 
Game of Checkers," IBM J. Research Develop. 3,210-229, (1959). 
Binary Arithmetic, by George W. Reitwiesner. Reviewed by Bruce Gilchrist, 
of the Research Center, I.B.M., in Yorktown, N. Y. 
In the preface to the whole volume it is stated that each article is intended to 
be a piece of technical writing intelligible and interesting to specialists in fields 
other than the writer's own. The sixth article in the volume completely fails to 
come even close to this intention. This is especially disappointing as the first five 
articles are well pitched. 
The author himself states that "the text suffers from an exhaustive attention 
to details." This reviewer agrees entirely with this comment. A consideration of
binary arithmetic is certainly of importance to computer people, but this article 
considers only a part of the problem, admittedly in detail, and in fact completely 
ignores the extremely important question of floating point arithmetic. A new- 
comer to logical design may well find the text useful, but the experienced designer 
will certainly not find a large "part of a set of specifications for the design of an 
optimally performing binary arithmetical organ of a digital computer, with only 
the particular values of certain parameters left to be specified." 
Unfortunately the reviewer can only sum up his feelings as "a disappointing 
end to an otherwise interesting and informative volume." 
Machine Recognition of Spoken Words, by Richard Fatehchand. Reviewed by 
Morris Halle, Department of Modern Languages, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (currently at the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral 
Sciences, Stanford). 
This survey of machine recognition of the spoken word gives a good picture of 
developments in this ~s yet almost virgin field. It correctly ascribes the very 
modest progress that has been made in utilizing computers in speech recognition 
to the great difficulty of the task, which requires machines to "perform some or 
all of the processes normally the province of the human listener" (p. 194). In 
agreement with the overwhelming majority of workers in the field Fatehehand 
sees these processes as consisting of procedures for determining "the features in 
the acoustic waves which the listener has learned to associate with particular 
speech sounds, by which he differentiates one sound from another, and by which 
he groups the sounds into words" (p. 194). The model of perception which is 
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FIG. 1. "Passive" model of speech perception 
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FIG. 2. "Active" model of speech perception 
implicit in this remark may be represented schematically as in Fig. 1. The per- 
ceiver is assumed, thus, to track certain significant properties in the acoustic 
signal and to make his identification on the basis of the configurations of tracked 
properties that he discovers in the signal. This essentially passive model underlies 
almost every speech recognition scheme as well as the great majority of pattern 
recognizers that have been proposed. 
In spite of its great popularity, however, the model can hardly be regarded as 
an adequate analog of the human process of speech perception. To mention just 
one of its shortcomings, it treats the process of perception i  complete isolation 
from its inverse, that of synthesizing utterances, and fails therefore to account 
for the fact that in normal human beings the ability to speak a language implies 
always the ability to understand it. A model in which production and perception 
of speech are more closely linked would certainly have to be regarded as superior. 
Moreover, the practical results that have been obtained with the above model in 
the automatic recognition of speech are by no means o striking as to make search 
for a different model economically unwise. 
Such a model of perception has been discussed at various times in the past, but 
its relevance to the automatic recognition of patterns, in general, and to that of 
speech, in particular, has unfortunately been overlooked for the most part. Al- 
though more than ten years have elapsed since the operation of this model (which 
in nuce can be found already in Bishop Berkeley's writings on vision) was de- 
scribed by D. M. MacKay as a process that could be simulated in an electronic 
computer, 1 the idea has provoked so little response from workers in the field that 
i D. M. MACKAY, Mindlike behaviour in artefacts, British J. Phil. Sci. No. 6, 
105-121 (1951). 
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Fahtechand has not included any reference to the model in his survey. A brief 
description of the model is given below since such descriptions are much less 
accessible than they should be in view of the very great potential importance 
of the model. 
The heart of the model (see Fig. 2) is the component labeled "Coding function 
or rules for synthesis," which is the machine analog of what speaker and listener 
have in conunon: the knowledge of the language. This function, which represents 
the link between production and perception, implies (in a mathematical sense) 
the (infinite) set of properly constructed utterances. The role of this function in 
the synthesis of utterances is self-evident; I shall comment, herefore, only on its 
role in the analysis process. 
In analyzing an input signal the device first makes a "guess" as to its identity-- 
on the basis of information from a direct analysis of the signal as well as such 
contextual cues as the identity of the preceding signals--and replicates internally 
the "guessed" signal. It then compares the latter with the signal under analysis 
which has been previously stored in its memory for just this purpose. This proce- 
dure is repeated until the match between input signal and the internally generated 
signal can no longer be improved. The "guess" that produced this best match is 
the desired identification. Speech perception is, therefore, regarded as an active 
process that might perhaps be pictured (in almost Watsonian terms) as an attempt 
at silent repetition of what is heard, though as MacKay stresses "it should be 
clear that the input dealt with by the replicatory mechanism is generally in quite 
a different physical form from the original input to the sensory receptors. An 
olfactory stimulus for example might be mapped electrically, and would not have 
to be replicated by generating odours." (See p. 114 of footnote 1, p. 89.) 
Since a practical device will have to complete its analysis as nearly in real time 
as possible, it is necessary that the number of guesses that are actually compared 
with the input signal should be kept at a minimum. This presupposes not only 
that the initial guess be fairly accurate, but also that there be a procedure for 
running through alternatives in such a way as to maximize the probability of 
correct identification while minimizing the number of possible alternatives that 
have to be tested. The development of such rational strategies of "guessing" now 
becomes as important a problem for the automatic recognition of speech as the 
complete understanding of the rules by which the utterance is synthesized. The 
study of these strategies may conceivably provide us with important new insights 
not only about speech perception but also about perception, in general. 
For further discussion of the "active" model and its practical utilization in 
schemes for the automatic recognition of speech as well as of other types of pat- 
terns see the following recent publications: 
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Grundlagen und Anwendungen der Informationtheor ie.  By W. MEYEI~- 
EPPI, ElZ. Springer-Verlag, Berlin-Gottingen-tteidelberg, 1959. xvii + 446 pp. 
D.M. 98.00. 
The foreword to this monograph indicates that it was the intention of the 
publishers to present a series of works covering Communications and Cyber- 
netics, the present volume being the first in this series. The author of "Founda- 
tions and Application Theory" and the editor for this series was Dr. W. 
Meyer-Eppler, Professor and Director of the Institute for Phonetics and Commu- 
nications at the University of Bonn. Unfortunately Dr. Meyer-Eppler died a 
short while after the appearance of his book. 
Presumably it was his intention to present an overview of the field of "informa- 
tion theory," reserving more detailed presentations for the later volumes. It 
should be pointed out that Information Theory has been interpreted much more 
broadly in Europe than in the United States. In the preface Dr. Meyer-Eppler 
states: "There is a clear tendency nowadays to employ the word "information" 
in various ways, on the one hand with approximately the content that it assumes 
in colloquial speech and which finds use in the handling of linguistic problems, 
and on the other hand, with a purely abstract mathematical meaning particularly 
useful in dealing with questions of probability theory. Essentially, I have at- 
tempted in this book, to take account of the colloquial meaning of the word 
"information" at the same time being concerned to give an exact definition to 
compound words containing "information" (information content, information 
density, information volume, etc.), so that the mathematical treatment may 
be firmly grounded." (My translation, M. E.) 
Thus it is not the com.munication li k, the channel, or for that matter, the 
physical signal which is central to the book, but rather the human observer. The 
distribution and relative emphasis accorded to the various topics reflect this 
difference in viewpoint. Chapter I, Communications Lin~s, defines everal kinds 
of link, the observation link, the diagnostic llnk, the linguistic ]ink, external 
feedback circuit, etc. Chapter II, Structural Theory of Signals, introduces the 
subject of contimlous ignals and considers methods for the treatment of con- 
tinuous wave-forms. Chapter I I I ,  Properties of Linear Transmission Systems, 
introduces various notions relative to capacity. Chapter IV, Symbol Statistics, 
treats information theory as applied to discrete symbol spaces and reviews the 
present knowledge of statistical linguistics. Chapters V and VI deal with noisy 
systems and error correction. In these chapters which may be considered to be 
